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Abstract
Face recognition for a kiosk interface occurs in the domain of small and dynamic
populations. Unlike traditional recognition systems, in the kiosk setting we would like to
optimize recognition on the current active users while allowing a degradation of
performance on infrequent users. We investigated techniques to dynamically optimize
recognition on the active population, as the population changes over time. We designed
techniques to evolve both the feature space and classifier of a recognition system, and we
experimentally compared the performance of both techniques. Our work demonstrates
how substantial performance gains can be attained by using temporal information in the
data to evolve the recognition system over time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
A kiosk is a public device that dispenses information to its users. A Smart Kiosk
is a machine that can interact with its users in a more natural, human-centered manner.
Through the use of auditory and vision sensing technology techniques, the Smart Kiosk
can obtain a wealth of information from body language, facial expressions, voice
inflections, and the numerous other signals used during normal human interactions.
User identification can greatly compliment a kiosk's behavioral capabilities,
allowing the kiosk to customize its interactions on a particular user. One inexpensive and
unobtrusive way to achieve user identification is by performing face recognition on
images captured by an ordinary video camera.
Face recognition can be used by a Smart Kiosk for either security or
entertainment purposes. In an ATM kiosk, face recognition would presumably be used as
an added security measure to compliment the pin number. However, there are numerous
other Smart Kiosk applications that may use face recognition for entertainment purposes.
A Smart Kiosk located in a mall, for example, may use face recognition to identify,
assist, and amuse customers. Incorrect recognition may cause to the kiosk to provide
incorrect advice on where to shop. However, that behavior is not nearly as costly as a
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security device that provides access to the wrong person. We would like to focus our
work on entertainment Smart Kiosks where errors are more tolerable.
We also view the Smart Kiosk as an inherently location-dependent device. A Smart
Kiosk situated at a certain location will have a target population that is small and
dynamic. The kiosk need only recognize the population that physically comes into
contact with it, thus automatically reducing its user set to a relatively small population.
However, the user population is dynamic, since new users may come and old ones may
leave.
In this thesis, we focus on the problem of face recognition for entertainment
Smart Kiosks with small, dynamic populations. Face recognition in this context differs
from the traditional face recognition problem. Certain aspects of the Smart Kiosk make
the recognition problem more favorable, such as the small population size and
entertainment usage. However, the nature of the Smart Kiosk user population raises new
interesting issues.
The total population that visits a Smart Kiosk over time may become quite large.
Fortunately, at any given point in time, the set of active users that regularly use the kiosk
will remain small. We would like an entertainment Smart Kiosk to be optimized to
recognize this small set of active users. Recognition of the rest of the users is not as
critical and may be compromised if it allows increased recognition rates on the active
population. Furthermore, the recognition system must be able to adapt over time, as the
active population changes. In this thesis, we investigate techniques to create a time-
adapting face recognition system that can optimize recognition on its current set of active
users. We approach this problem by trying to adapt both the feature space and the
classifier of a recognition system.
1.2 Organization of this Thesis
CHAPTER 2: We give a more detailed description of the Smart Kiosk interface, and
describe three example devices that have been built. We also discuss how face
recognition technology can be used to aid a Smart Kiosk's interactions with the user.
CHAPTER 3: We describe the basic face recognition problem, and one technique using
principal component analysis. We review previous work on the adaptation of PCA basis
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vectors. Finally, we describe why the Smart Kiosk provides a novel domain for the face
recognition task.
CHAPTER 4: In this chapter, we describe our experimental results. We first verify our
hypothesis that the recognition rate of the active population decays as the total
recognizable population grows. We then provide two techniques to tune the recognition
system on the active users over time. We describe one method of exponentially
weighting the feature space based on time, and another method of modifying the
classifier to use priors based on time.
CHAPTER 5: We discuss the conclusions from our experiments, and possible future
work.
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Chapter 2
The Smart Kiosk
In this chapter we discuss in detail the notion of the Smart Kiosk interface. We begin
with an introduction of the Smart Kiosk and the role of its vision system in allowing
human-centered interactions. We describe three example kiosks that were built in the
Cambridge Research Laboratory of Digital Equipment Corporation: the CRL Smart
Kiosk Prototype, the Cybersmith Smart Kiosk, and the Genie Casino. We conclude this
chapter with a discussion of face recognition with a Smart Kiosk interface.
2.1 Overview
The Smart Kiosk is a computer system that interacts with its users in a natural, intuitive
manner that is inspired by human interaction [20]. The Smart Kiosk can receive input
from the user through the use of speech recognition and vision sensing technology. The
kiosk then provides personable feedback through speech synthesis and graphical
animations. The user's overall interaction experience is more natural, when compared to
traditional kiosks. Furthermore, a Smart Kiosk has a larger amount of information
available to it, if it can accurately understand user's body language, facial expressions,
voice inflections, and other subtle signals used during normal human interactions.
Common examples of ordinary kiosks include Automatic Teller Machines and
custom greeting card machines. These kiosks receive input through the use of a keypad
or touchscreen. Button presses can only provide very limited information, and the level
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of interaction for traditional kiosks is highly constrained. For example, if there is a lack
of input from the user, the kiosk has no mechanism for determining whether the user
needs more time, whether the user is confused or not paying attention, or whether the
user has left the kiosk altogether. This often leads to undesirable consequences such as
an ATM kiosk allowing a user to leave their debit card in the machine.
A Smart Kiosk, on the other hand, uses vision and speech sensing to support a
more natural style of interaction. The kiosk can obtain a wealth of information from user
location, body language, eye contact, facial expressions, voice inflections and other
signals. The Smart Kiosk presents information and interacts with the user through the
use of a rich graphical interface, such as an animated talking face. The Smart Kiosk
provides three major benefits over traditional kiosks. First of all, a Smart Kiosk will
appear to have a sense of "awareness" of its users. The kiosk could detect the arrival and
departure of customers and react accordingly. Second, with video-based sensing
technology, the Smart Kiosk can, in principal, gather information about the user's
identity, age, gender, mood, or level of interest. With this additional information, the
kiosk can tailor the presentation of information to the specific needs of each user. Third,
the Smart Kiosk can interact with clients in a more natural manner. By using gestures,
expressions, and other cues, the kiosk's interaction with the user could approach the same
style of natural interaction found in human conversations.
The Smart Kiosk interface is a novel application domain for computer vision
research [16]. Smart Kiosks are deployed in public spaces, and must interact with
multiple users. Consequently, the kiosk must detect and proactively engage users that
approach it. The Smart Kiosk must also be capable of communicating with multiple
users in its interaction zone simultaneously. Finally, the kiosk must be able to detect the
departure of a user, and react accordingly. These vision tasks are not present in other
interfaces, such as desktop or VR devices.
2.2 Examples
The Smart Kiosk was invented at the Cambridge Research Laboratory of Digital
Equipment Corporation and was first described in [20]. We will review the three Smart
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Kiosks that have been developed. The first CRL Smart Kiosk Prototype used color-based
stereo tracking of multiple people and control of an animated talking character to support
public interactions [16]. The need for spatial awareness and other public user-interface
issues are described in detail in [21]. The Cybersmith Smart Kiosk extended the work
done in the prototype to include better facial animation technology, content creation
tools, and a more robust hardware and software architecture. Results from a four month
long public installation are described in [5]. Finally, the Genie Casino was developed
under Windows NT to test different technology, such as sonar and IR sensing and
Microsoft Agents. This work is currently unpublished.
2.2.1 The CRL Smart Kiosk Prototype
The CRL Prototype Smart Kiosk explored the use of vision-sensing techniques to
determine the context for kiosk-user interaction and control an animated talking character
[16, 20, 21]. The CRL Smart Kiosk Prototype used motion cues to detect the arrival and
departure of individuals. After a new individual was detected, stereo triangulation with
two cameras was used to locate the user. The users' position within the kiosk's
interaction space was tracked in order to determine good candidates for interaction. The
prototype kiosk identified potential users by measuring candidate's velocity. Slowly
approaching individuals are more likely to interact with the kiosk than users who quickly
walk by. In order to interact with multiple users, the prototype kiosk used a color model
of each user's shirt to identify them. The kiosk then interacted with the users by
controlling the gaze and pose of a synthetic talking head.
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Figure 1: Smart Kiosk Prototype
Two examples of customer interactions with the Smart Kiosk were demonstrated
using the prototype system. In both experiments, the user was detected by using image
differencing and was located with color stereo tracking. Tracking was used to control the
pose of a synthetic talking face. The first experiment explored the role of user distance in
governing interaction. The kiosk tried to entice a distant user to come closer, using
phrases that were selected based on the user's location. Figure 2 shows sample output
from the tracking module. The left-hand portion of the display shows the view of the
scene, with the cross markings indicating the location of the user.
Figure 2: Sample Output from Tracking Module
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The second experiment explored the use of facial pose to communicate the
kiosk's focus of attention when interacting with multiple users. The kiosk told a story to
two people, delivering specific lines to specific individuals. Figure 3 shows a sample
story telling sequence.
Figure 3: Story Telling Sequence.
2.2.2 The Cybersmith Smart Kiosk
The Cybersmith Smart Kiosk was conceived as a major re-implementation of the Smart
Kiosk Prototype [5]. It was built at CRL to obtain real-world feedback from a public
installation. This required more robust hardware and software, as well as tools for
content creation and support for touchscreen and vision sensing. The Smart Kiosk was
installed at the Cybersmith Caf6 in Harvard Square and operated continuously for four
months from September 1997 to December of 1997.
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Figure 4: Smart Kiosk deployed at Cybersmith Cafi
The Cybersmith Smart Kiosk used a vision-sensing system based on background
subtraction to locate the presence, size and velocity of users. The camera was positioned
facing the floor so that distance from the kiosk could be easily calculated. The kiosk
interacted with users through the use of a synthetic talking head and a touch screen. A
screen capture of the Cybersmith Smart Kiosk is shown in figure 5.
Figure 5: Screen capture of Cybersmith Smart Kiosk
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2.2.3 Genie Casino
The Genie Casino was a follow-up to the Cybersmith Smart Kiosk that explored multi-
agent interactions and additional sensing technology [6]. The Genie Casino interacted
with users through the use of three different characters in a game of blackjack. A screen
capture of the Genie Casino kiosk is shown in figure 6.
Figure 6: Screen Capture of Genie Casino
The kiosk used infrared and sonar sensors to detect and locate the users. Input
from the user was acquired either through a microphone or a touchscreen. The kiosk was
equipped with a speech recognition system trained on the limited vocabulary pertinent to
the game. Feedback to the user was provided with three different talking characters.
2.3 Face Recognition with a Smart Kiosk
Smart Kiosks enabled with face recognition technology would be capable of engaging
users with more personable interactions than traditional kiosks. First of all, face
recognition can be used to improve the kiosk's awareness. Second, face recognition
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would enable the kiosk to personalize its interactions with users. Also, face recognition
can help make kiosk interactions seem more natural to the user.
Face recognition would improve the kiosk's "awareness" and ability to detect and
interact with multiple users in a public space. Because of the public nature of the Smart
Kiosk environment, the device must be capable of engaging and interacting with multiple
users as they enter the kiosk's interaction zone. The CRL Smart Kiosk Prototype
demonstrated a sample vision system that could recognize the arrival and departure of
users, track the users over time, and identify multiple users. Face recognition could aid
these vision tasks considerably. When users arrive at the kiosk, the kiosk would be able
engage them personally if it could recognize the face. During tracking, face recognition
could help resolve ambiguities caused by occlusion. Finally, when interacting with
multiple individuals, face recognition is an ideal mechanism to identify them.
Face recognition would enable the Smart Kiosk would be able to modify its
behavior appropriately for its different clients. The kiosk may be capable of
remembering previous interactions with the client, and could use them to enhance the
current user experience. For example, with user identification a movie kiosk located at a
rental store could help users choose movies based on their previous preferences and by
using collaborative filtering. The Genie Casino described in 2.2.3 could customize
interactions by storing the user's score, playing habits, or favorite game partners.
The face recognition problem for the Smart Kiosk interface differs from
traditional biometric applications. Certain properties of the Smart Kiosk interface
constrain the recognition problem favorably, while other properties raise new issues that
must be addressed.
The Smart Kiosk interface can constrain the face recognition problem in
numerous ways. First of all, Smart Kiosks are used for entertainment rather than
security purposes, thus the cost of errors is not as high. Additionally, the Smart Kiosk
setup can be constructed in a manner favorable to face recognition, by constraining
lighting, background, and other environmental factors. Furthermore, during a user
session, the kiosk may capture numerous images of the client, thus giving the face
recognition system a larger variety of expressions and poses.
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Certain aspects of the Smart Kiosk interface also raises new challenging issues. A
Smart Kiosk that is trained on everyone it encounters would have unbounded
computational and memory requirements as the total set of users grows over time.
Therefore, any realistic implementation of a kiosk must have some sort of memory
management. Fortunately, a Smart Kiosk tends to have a relatively small set of users
who frequently visit the kiosk: the active population. For example, the active population
of a kiosk deployed in an office is only the current employees who regularly use the
kiosk. Although, the active population may be small, it constantly changes over time as
new users arrive and old ones leave. The entire set of users the kiosk must recognize, the
total recognizable population, may become quite large over time. The total recognizable
population consists of the active users and secondary users. The secondary population is
the set of users who infrequently visit the kiosk, yet remain in the system. For the office
kiosk example, they may be employees who work in another building, who sporadically
visit the kiosk. The secondary population also consists of users who were previously in
the active population, but have since stopped using the kiosk; for example, individuals
who are longer employed at the office. At some point in time, a kiosk with memory
management must remove old users from the system altogether. These users compose of
the forgotten population and are no longer recognized by the Smart Kiosk.
Ideally, we would like to build a face recognition system that is always tuned on
the active population, as it changes over time. Recognition of the secondary population is
not as critical, and may be compromised if it leads to improved recognition of the active
population. The system must be capable of performing two tasks. It must be capable of
optimizing recognition on a subset of its total recognizable population. Second, it must
be capable of evolving over time as the active population changes.
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Chapter 3
Face Recognition
In this chapter, we discuss the problem of face recognition and how it differs for kiosk
interfaces. We begin with an overview of the face recognition task. We then describe the
eigenface technique implemented by Turk and Pentland [19]. We review work done by
Rao on using Robust Kalman Filters for the learning and recognition of time-varying
images [14]. The chapter is concluded with an analysis of why the face recognition task
differs for Smart Kiosk interfaces.
3.1 Overview
In recent years, a great deal of research has been done on the problem of face recognition
[2,11,18,19,22]. Faces are fascinating from a cognitive perspective because humans
seem to have an uncanny sensitivity to faces, and can receive many different messages
with the slightest change in expression. Furthermore, there has been cognitive research
to support the hypothesis that visual processing of faces differs from other objects. From
a practical standpoint, successful face recognition would be useful for many different
types of applications, including security, surveillance, and entertainment products among
others.
There are three components to the face recognition problem that must be
addressed in a recognition system: 1) Face Detection, 2) Feature Extraction, and 3)
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Classification. First, the face is located in the input image during the face detection stage.
Next, the face is represented as a feature vector by some computational model. The goal
of the feature extraction problem is to build a basis set that clusters images of the same
person together while separating images of different people. Finally, the face is
classified. The classification problem involves using some similarity measure to partition
the feature space into different regions for the different individuals.
3.2 Eigenfaces
Eigenface decomposition has been found to be an effective technique to compactly
represent faces for face recognition. Principal component analysis is used to create a
low-dimensional face space, whose basis vectors are called eigenfaces. Recognition is
then conducted by analyzing the projections of images onto this face space. We describe
here the eigenface technique presented by Turk and Pentland [19].
Kirby Sirovich showed how principal component anaylysis could be used to
represent faces in a low dimensional space [7]. Turk and Pentland [19] later showed how
this technique could be applied to face recognition. The basic premise behind eigenface
techniques is to represent faces in a feature space that captures information about faces in
a compact way. This space is computationally beneficial for face recognition because of
its smaller dimensions.
All images can be viewed as vectors in image space. Every image that can
possibly be represented by an NxN image, can be viewed as a point in the N2 dimensional
image space. If one looks at the distribution of faces in image space, one would find that
the faces seem to cluster near each other because of their overall similarities. Eigenface
techniques calculate a subspace of image space called face space. This new basis is
capable of representing faces more compactly.
The face space is calculated using principal components analysis or the
Karhunen-Loeve Transform. First, a set of NxN sized training images F1, F2 ,..., Fm is
collected and preprocessed to that lighting, scale, and translation discrepancies are
minimized. Each image is stored as a column vector with N2 entries. The average image
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T is calculated. The difference-from-mean vectors Di = Fi - T are stored in the matrix
A= [(1 2 ... 4 M].
The goal of PCA is to find a set of basis vectors that will best represent the
training images so that error is minimized when projected into face space and then back
to image space. The basis vectors are computed by finding the eigenvectors ui, where i= 1
to N2 , of the covariance matrix I = AAT. However, computing the N eigenvectors is
computationally too expensive. Fortunately, if M < N2 then only M - 1 of the
eigenvectors will have non-zero associated eigenvalues. A computational trick to solving
for the eigenvectors of I is to first find the M eigenvectors of A TA, lets call them vi, and
then using the following math:
ATA vi= givi (1)
where gi is the eigenvalue associated with vi. Multiplying both sides by A yields
AAT Avi = pi Avi (2)
which shows that Avi are the eigenvectors of I = AA. This process yields M
eigenvectors ui = Avi that define face space. For computational purposes, rather than
using all M eigenvectors, the basis vectors of face space can be restricted to be only the K
eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues. The designer of the system chooses the value
of K by weighing the computational benefits with the accuracy costs.
The eigenvectors ui have a ghostly face-like appearance when viewed as images
and have thus been labeled eigenfaces. Figure 7 shows sample eigenfaces.
Figure 7: Sample Eigenfaces
After obtaining the eigenfaces, recognition can be done by classifying the
projections of images onto face space. An image F can be projected into face space by a
simple matrix multiplication. The feature vector QT = [wI w2 ... wK] can be calculated
with the following operation,
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wi = uiT (l'-) (3)
for i = 1,...,K. Each entry wi represents the contribution that its associated eigenvector ui
makes toward representing the face. The ability to represent a face with only K numbers
is computationally quite advantageous. Classification can be done quickly in face space
using some similarity measure such as Euclidean distance.
Eigenfaces are interesting because they take a Gestalt view towards faces--that the
whole is greater than the sum of the parts. Rather than focusing on specific features of
the face such as the eyes and nose, eigenface techniques create a feature space that
mathematically best accounts for variations among faces rather than using intuitive
notions of what features define the face.
One of the major criticisms against eigenfaces is that the feature space it produces
is not necessarily beneficial for recognition[3, 10]. Principal Component Analysis seeks
a compact representation that minimizes reconstruction error. While this representation is
useful computationally, it does not necessarily code the image in a manner optimal for
recognition.
3.3 Iteratively Re-weighted Kalman Filters
In [14], Rao describes a form of the Kalman filter that uses an iteratively re-
weighted least squares optimization criterion [1]. This model of a Kalman filter allows
the system to learn an internal model incrementally by decaying the input data over time.
It has been pointed out in [15] that the Kalman filter-based method performs a form of
PCA. In fact, the Kalman filter-based method generalizes PCA by allowing non-
orthogonal basis vectors, seeking more than pairwise correlations in the input data, and
allowing the learning and recognition of time-varying imagery [14].
Rao has applied the Kalman filter to the problem of visual recognition. From a
cognitive perspective an iteratively re-weighted Kalman filter-based model of recognition
shows how an internal model of the world can be adapted over time for an organism with
a fixed cognitive capacity. For our kiosk purposes, this is especially relevant because of
our need to recognize a population that changes over time. The idea of tuning a PCA
representation over time is the motivation for the adaptation rule we present in Chapter 4.
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Most of Rao's work focused on using the filter for the prediction of incoming
stimuli. In his experiments, he showed how the Kalman filter could learn a sequence of
images in order to predict the appearance of future stimuli. For our kiosk purposes,
prediction of the incoming stimuli is not as important. However, the concept of
iteratively re-weighting a Kalman filter to time-adapt a representation for recognition is
relevant. Although Rao has not applied this model to faces, we believe that it can be
applied to allow time-adapted recognition of faces. By weighting the input with a decay
factor, the system is adapted to the most current input stimuli. In Section 4.4, we present
an algorithm that uses exponential decay to adapt a PCA basis set over time.
3.4 Face Recognition for the Kiosk Interface
Face recognition for the Smart Kiosk interface is different from the traditional face
recognition problem in a number of ways. Certain aspects of the face recognition
problem can be constrained favorably by a kiosk. However, the Smart Kiosk also
introduces challenging problems concerning the recognition of a small, dynamic
population.
The Smart Kiosk interface constrains the face recognition problem in four major
ways. First, errors in recognition are not as costly for entertainment-providing Smart
Kiosks as they are for other security applications. An entertainment Smart Kiosk may
also be able to recover from errors more gracefully than other applications. It may be
possible for the kiosk's client interface to change the expectations of the user.
Second, the physical nature of the Smart Kiosk constrains the user population
size. A Smart Kiosk that is deployed at a certain location need only recognize the users
who may potentially come into contact with it. For example, a Smart Kiosk deployed in
a school need only recognize the finite number of individuals who attend or work at the
school. This population is relatively small, especially when compared to other biometric
applications of recognition.
Additionally, the Smart Kiosk environment may be constructed in a manner
favorable for face recognition. By aligning the camera with the screen, we can ensure that
only frontal images will be captured. A kiosk kept at a fixed location can also be set up
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so that lighting, background, and other factors are constrained. By controlling the kiosk's
environment, the recognition system may be built for those specific conditions.
Finally, the nature of kiosk interactions may be used advantageously. Users tend
to stand at a certain distance from the screen at a comfortable "interaction zone", thus
controlling the range of scale the kiosk encounters. Also, the users tend to interact with
the kiosk for extended periods of time, so that numerous input images may be captured.
With many images of a single user, the system has access to a larger variety of user
expressions than many other recognition systems.
While many aspects of the Smart Kiosk interface are favorable for the face
recognition problem, the nature of a Smart Kiosk population raises interesting issues. A
face recognition system for a Smart Kiosk interface must be able to recognize a target
population that is small and dynamic. A Smart Kiosk's population is small because it is
limited to individuals who can physically come into contact with the kiosk. The
population is dynamic because the users may change over time. For our Smart Kiosk
purposes, we would like to have a face recognition system that is capable of tuning
recognition on the active users. As the active population changes over time, the system
should be capable of evolving accordingly.
We divide the total kiosk population into three groups: the active population, the
secondary population, and the forgotten population. The active population consists of
users who frequently visit the kiosk, and are the individuals for whom recognition is the
most important. The secondary population consists of users who no longer use the kiosk
or who use the kiosk only sporadically. Recognition of the secondary population may be
compromised if it leads to higher recognition rates for the active population. After users
stop using the kiosk for an extended period of time, they may be removed from the
system. These users comprise the forgotten population, and cannot be recognized by the
kiosk at all.
To build a face recognition system that automatically tunes recognition on a
dynamic active population, we will explore adapting both the feature space and the
classifier over time. The feature space can be tuned over time so that it is always
optimized to represent the individuals in the active population. The classifier can be
evolved over time so that it is always optimized at classifying the active users.
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The feature space of a face recognition system provides a set of basis vectors to
represent individuals with. As the population grows and changes, the feature space may
not be optimized to best represent the individuals in the current active population.
Important information for discerning active users may get lost, in order to store
extraneous information about irrelevant users. For Smart Kiosk purposes, we would like
to be able to adapt our feature space over time, so that the representation of the active
users is optimized for correct recognition.
Using some similarity measure, the classifier of a face recognition system
partitions the feature space into different regions corresponding to the different
individuals in the population. Over time, there may be numerous extraneous individuals
in the classifier that cause lower recognition rates of the active population. Keeping an
individual that no longer uses the kiosk in the classifier serves no useful purpose and can
only cause erroneous recognition. The Smart Kiosk classifier should have some process
of cleansing out old irrelevant users over time. Furthermore, it may be possible to build
the classifier so that it is optimized to classify the current active users. This may involve
modifying the similarity measure or partitioning the feature space in a way more optimal
for the active population.
In the next chapter, we explore different ways of adapting a face recognition
system over time. We explore both adaptation of the feature space and adaptation of the
classifier. For the feature space, we focus on evolving a PCA basis set. For the
classifier experiments, we focus on using a nearest-neighbor classifier. We chose a
PCA-based nearest-neighbor technique because it is a well-established method. Also,
because of its simplicity, we can generalize the problem to focus on the major issues
relevant to the time-adaptation of any face recognition algorithm.
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Chapter 4
Evolving the Recognizer
In this chapter, we focus on approaches of building a recognition system for
entertainment Smart Kiosks with small, dynamic populations. In Sections 2.3 and 3.4,
we described how the face recognition task differs for the Smart Kiosk interface. We
now discuss different techniques of dealing with the issue of adapting a recognition
system over time. We begin this chapter with a recap of the kiosk face recognition
problem. Next, we describe the notation and terms used. We then describe our
experiments of recognizing a growing population, evolving a feature space over time, and
evolving a classifier over time.
4.1 Overview
Over time, the total population that a Smart Kiosk encounters can grow quite large.
However, only a small subset of the population generally visits the kiosk on a regular
basis (active users). For example, the regular users of a kiosk located at a movie rental
store are only the individuals who like the store and live nearby. The rest of the
individuals trained on the kiosk are sporadic users, or individuals who stop using the
kiosk altogether. For our kiosk purposes, we would like our face recognition system to
be able to optimize recognition on the subset of its population that regularly uses it.
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Our kiosk interface must also deal with the issue of dynamism. The population of
a kiosk slowly changes over time. Individuals in the active population may stop using the
kiosk, or new individuals may arrive into the population. A face recognition system for a
Smart Kiosk interface must be able to adapt over time to handle these changes.
Therefore, our face recognition problem is has two parts. First we need to
optimize recognition on only the active users of the kiosk. Recognition of the secondary
population is not as critical and may be compromised if it allows increased recognition
rates on the active population. Second, we need to be able to adapt our system over time,
so that it accounts for changes in the population. Ideally, the system would be capable of
gradually removing old users from the system, while continuously optimizing recognition
on the current active population.
4.2 Definition of Terms
In a kiosk face recognition system, there are many different variables and populations
that can be adjusted. To aid the description of our experiments, we define the following
terms:
Total Kiosk Population: Entire population that uses the kiosk over time. This consists of
the sum of the recognizable population and the forgotten population.
Total Recognizable Population: Entire population that the kiosk can recognize, or all
users that exist in the Classifier Training Set. This consists of the sum of
the active population and the secondary population
Active Population: Users who regularly use the kiosk. The subset of the recognizable
population for whom recognition is most important.
Secondary Population: Sporadic, or infrequent users of the kiosk. The subset of the
recognizable population for whom recognition is not critical
Forgotten Population: Users who were trained in the kiosk, but have been removed from
the system.
In our experiments, we used data from the FERET database (see Appendix A). For each
individual in a population, we generally have multiple face images. We can divide the
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images of a population into separate sets of images, [Si, S2,..., Sn] so that every person in
the population contributes a single image to each set. If we have n sets, each individual
must have n images. In order to denote the cardinality of a set, or consequently the
number of users in the population, we use,
ISI = number of images in the set S (4)
We use R(S,n) to choose a random subset of the set S, where,
R(S, n)={x 1 ,..., xn} where xiEeS, Vi (5)
A population, [S1,...,Sn] can either consist of same session, or different session images.
The session has to deal with how the images were obtained for the individual users.
Suppose an individual contributes the images F1, F 2,..., Fn such that F e Si. In a same-
session population the images Fi must have all been taken during the same session, with
lighting, camera, clothing, and other factors constrained. In a different-session
population, there is much greater variation between the images. Figure 8, shows sample
same-session and different-session populations.
Same Session Population Different Session Population
Figure 8: Images from FERET database, after preprocessing
Not only do the images in the different-session population have more variation,
these differences often propagate through the preprocessing stage and cause greater
variation in scale and cropping. See Appendix B for a description of the preprocessing
stage.
It is important to note that the session information only pertains to the images Fi
of a single individual, and does not describe the set in any way. A set Si in a same-
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session population does not necessarily consist of images taken with similar
environmental conditions.
We computed our PCA basis vectors using the technique described in Section 3.2.
To aid our description of which images were used for the feature space, classifier, and
testing, we use the following terms:
Feature Space Training Set (FTS): Collection of images that are used to train the feature
space. The feature space is calculated by determining the principal
components of the data.
Classifier Training Set (CTS): Images used to identify individual people. We use a
nearest neighbor classifier, and the CTS provides the reference points for
classification. We force the classifier to always match an image to the
most similar image in the CTS.
Test Set (TS): Set of images used to evaluate performance of the algorithm. The Test Set
is projected into the feature space and matched to images in the CTS using
cosine of angle as the similarity measure.
4.3 Recognition with a Growing Population
The size of the target population can play a major role in the design of a face recognition
system. The face recognition problem with only five individuals appears to be quite
different than the face recognition problem with one million individuals. As the
population size grows, we would expect a fixed size feature space to have more difficulty
representing the variations between the numerous individuals. Furthermore, the
classification problem of determining which face class an image belongs to, appears to
much more difficult when there are a larger number of classes. While many factors
contribute to the errors in recognition, including lighting, orientation, and expression
variations, we investigated what impact population size made on the recognition rates.
This is especially relevant for our purposes, since the size of the total kiosk population
can grow quite large after time.
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We conducted two experiments to test how recognition rates of the active
population changed as the size of the total recognizable population increased. In both
experiments we used a PCA-based nearest neighbor system with FERET data. However,
in the first experiment we used same-session data, and in the second experiment we used
different-session data.
Same-Session Growing Population Experiment
In this experiment, we selected an active population [A1,A2] that consisted of 20
individuals from the FERET same-session data. We also used another set of 240 images,
B1 to create our secondary population. We computed the recognition rate of the active
population as we increased the size of the total recognizable population. We trained the
classifier and feature space on the population AiuR(Bi, n), as we increased n from 20 to
240 at increments of 20. We tested the system during each iteration with the test set A2,
and the results are shown in Figure 9. For this experiment, we used 20 eigenfaces in our
feature space.
Active Population: [A1, A2] Feature Space Training Set: A1 u R(B1, n)
Secondary Population: R(B 1, n) Classifier Training Set: A1 u R(B 1, n)
Test Set: A2
Recognition Rate of Active Population (Same Session)
0.3
0.25 -
0.2-
Error
Rate
0.15 -
0.1
0.05 -
0'
50 100 150 200 250
Size of Total Recognizable Population
Figure 9: Recognition rate of same-session active population as total recognizable
population grows
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This experiment indicates that the population size does make an impact on the
recognition rate. However, with our same-session data, the scale of the increase is quite
small. Errors increased only about 5% as the total recognizable population grew from 40
to 260 individuals.
Different Session Growing Population Experiment
In this experiment, we tested how recognition rates for a growing population changed
when using different session FERET data. The experiment described above was
repeated, using 18 individuals with different session data for the active population
[A1,A2]. Once again, we incrementally added individuals into the total recognizable
population, and calculated the error rate. We used 20 eigenfaces to create the feature
space. Figure 10 shows the results
Active Population: [A1,A2] Feature Space Training Set: A1 u R(B1, n)
Secondary Population: R(B1 , n) Classifier Training Set: A1 u R(B1, n)
Test Set: A2
Error
Rate
Rate of Active Population (Different Session)
50 100 150 200 250
Size of Total Recognizable Population
Figure 10: Recognition rateof different-session active population as total recognizable
population grows.
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With different session data, the population size had a tremendous impact on the
recognition rates. The error rates started over 55% and quickly reached the 90% range.
Analysis of Results
These experiments show that population size does make a noticeable impact on
recognition rates. However, the scale of the impact depends on the nature of the data.
The same-session face recognition problem is much easier than the different-session
problem, as seen by the order of magnitude of their error rates. When the problem is
harder, the population size appears to have a more drastic impact on the recognition rates.
The different-session data has more variations due to lighting, orientation, and camera
differences, and as the population size grew, the feature space had a greater difficulty
representing these variations for classification purposes.
The nature of kiosk data is different than both the same-session and different-
session FERET data. A kiosk must almost always recognize an individual using training
data from a different session. However, kiosk data is more constrained than the different-
session FERET data. Environmental factors such as camera type and lighting conditions
can be limited for a kiosk more than they were for the FERET data. So the face
recognition problem with kiosk data is more difficult than the same-session trial, yet not
as difficult as the different-session trial.
For kiosks with small, dynamic populations, the size of the total population grows
over time, while the size of the active population remains relatively constant. These
experiments imply that the recognition rate of the active population will decrease as the
total recognizable population grows. We would like the kiosk to be able to adapt over
time, to combat this decay in recognition. The kiosk must have some way of tuning the
recognizer to the current set of active users. We would also like to gradually remove
irrelevant users from the system. For the remainder of this chapter, we investigate ways
to tune the two components of a recognition system: the feature space and the classifier.
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4.4 Evolving the Feature Space
We investigated techniques to evolve the feature space so that it is always tuned to the
active population. We first demonstrate the role the feature space played in recognition,
by showing how specializing the PCA feature vectors on a population affects the
recognition rate. We then experimented with an exponential decay method to tune the
feature vectors to the current active population.
4.4.1 Specializing the Feature Vectors
The feature space of our eigenspace-based system is calculated by performing PCA on
the feature space training set (FTS). The recognition rate is directly dependent on how
well the feature space represents the test individuals. In this experiment, we decided to
test whether specialization of a feature space on a population made an impact on the
recognition rates. Presumably when recognizing a test population A, a feature space
trained on A will outperform a feature space trained on another non-test population B.
We tested this hypothesis by calculating the recognition rates obtained as the feature
space was gradually tuned away from the test population.
Same-Session Feature Space Specialization
This experiment was performed using a same-session test population [A1,A2] that
consisted of 20 individuals randomly selected from the FERET database. We also
selected another 20-person non-test population [B1,B 2]. Initially we trained the feature
space only on the test population. We gradually modified the FTS, until it consisted only
of non-test individuals. For each iteration, the FTS consisted of the set
R(B 1,n)uR(A1 ,20-n), as n grew from 0 to 20. The n=O case corresponded to a FTS
trained solely on the test population, and the n=20 case corresponded to the FTS
calculated on a non-test population. We used 20 eigenfaces in the feature space. We
calculated the recognition rates by testing how well the test population was recognized.
We averaged the results of 10 repetitions of this experiment, each time randomly
selecting new test and non-test populations. The results are shown in Figure 11.
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Recognition Rates as Non-Test People Increase (Same Session)
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Number of Non-Test Individuals
14 16 18 20
Figure 11: Recognition Performance on Test Population (same-session)
Different-Session Feature Space Specialization
We repeated the experiment using a different-session population [A1,A2] that
consisted of 18 individuals. Once again we trained the feature space with an increasing
number of non-test individuals. Our FTS was the set R(B1,n)uR(A1,18-n) as n increased
from 0 to 18. This time we used 18 eigenfaces. We again calculated the recognition
rates of the test population, and averaged the results of 10 repetitions. However, because
of a lack of different-session data, we used the same test population [A1,A2] for each
repetition.
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Test Population: [A1 , A2] Test Set: A2
Non-Test Population: [B1, B2] Classifier Training Set: A1
Feature Space Training Set: R(B1 , n) u R(A1 , 20-n)
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Figure 12: Recognition Performance on Test Population (different-session)
Analysis of Results
In these experiments, we see that recognition rates of a population decrease if the feature
space is not tuned to it. The increase in the error rate was not as pronounced in the same-
session experiment as it was in the different-session experiment. For the same-session
trial, the error rate was only 5% when the feature space was calculated using no
individuals from the test set. However in the different-session trial, the error rate
increased to 80% when the feature space was trained using only non-test individuals.
The same-session results indicate how much easier the face recognition problem
is when data is collected during the same session. Matching two images of the same
person was correctly done 95% of the time even if that individual made no contribution
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Test Population: [A1 , A2] Test Set: A2
Non-Test Population: [B1, B2] Classifier Training Set: A1
Feature Space Training Set: R(A1, n) u R(B1, 18-n)
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to the feature space. Two same-session images have so little variation that their
projection on any feature space remains rather similar.
The different-session results clearly show how much of an impact the feature
space can make when the recognition task is more difficult. The importance of a good
feature space becomes more pronounced when there is more variation in the data.
We hypothesize that the performance of a face recognition system decays with a
larger population in part because of the inability of a fixed size feature space to
adequately represent the active population. Information for individuals who are not
relevant to the system may inhibit more important information from being encoded into
the feature space. We would like the system to be able to gradually remove the
individuals who do not make a valuable contribution to the feature space. In the next
section, we present a method of evolving the feature vectors through exponential decay.
4.4.2 Evolving the Feature Vectors through Exponential Decay
In these experiments, we investigated the use of temporal information to adapt the feature
space to the active population. We exponentially decreased the contribution of the
secondary population to the eigenfaces based on an individual's time since last visit, or t.
The image F of an individual was decayed based on their t using the following formula:
w(F) = F e ~" + T (1 - e -at ) (6)
where a is our exponentiation constant and P is the mean of all images in the set.
Individuals with a large value of t would be exponentially decayed until they resembled
the average image and no longer made a contribution to the feature space. Applying the
function W to a set S = {F1, F2,..., Fn}, yields the set of weighted images,
W(S)={Iw(1),w(2,),.. -.,w(]Fn)} (7)
We performed this experiment using both same-session and different-session data.
For each experiment, we used three methods to calculate the feature vectors: Exponential,
EigenspaceA, and EigenspaceAB. In the Exponential method, the FTS consisted of the
active population plus the exponentially decayed secondary population. In EigenspaceA,
the FTS consisted only of the active population. In EigenspaceAB, the FTS was the total
recognizable population. For each experiment, we calculated the recognition rate of the
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both the active population and the secondary population. For the secondary population,
we kept track of the recognition rate as t varied.
Same-Session Feature Space Exponential Decay
In this experiment, we used same-same session data from the FERET database. We
repeated the experiment 1500 times. For each iteration, we randomly selected an active
population [A1,A2] with 1Ail=20, and a secondary population [B1,B2] with IBi=40. We
also randomly assigned each individual in the secondary population a new t that ranged
from 0 to 30. We concurrently ran the experiment for the three different feature space
methods: Exponential, EigenspaceA, and EigenspaceAB. For the Exponential method,
we trained the feature space on A1 u W(B1), where W is the decaying function given in
equation (7). For EigenspaceA, the feature space was trained on the active users. For
EigenspaceAB, the feature space was trained on the total recognizable population.
For all three methods, we set the Classifier Training Set to be A1 u B1. Each
method also used two Test Sets, so that the recognition rates of the active and secondary
populations could be calculated separately. For the active population results, A2 was our
test set. For the secondary population results, B2 was our test set. In these experiments,
we used 10 eigenfaces, and an exponentiation constant of ax=0. 1.
Active population: [A1,A2] Secondary population: [B1,B 2]
Feature Space Method
Exponential EigenspaceA EigenspaceAB
Feature Space Training Set A1 u W(B1 ), A1  A1uB 1
Classifier Training Set A1uB 1  A1uB 1  AjuB1
Active Pop. Test Set A2  A2  A2
Secondary Pop. Test Set B 2 B2 B2
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Figure 14: Recognition of Secondary Population (same-session)
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In figure 13, we show the recognition rates of the active population using the
three methods. In figure 14, we show the error rates of the secondary population as r
grows.
For the active population, the best results were achieved when the feature space
was trained on the entire recognizable population (EigenspaceAB). The next best method
was the Exponential method. The feature space trained only on the active population
performed the worst.
For the secondary population, we plotted performance with respect to t. Methods
EigenspaceA and EigenspaceAB both yielded curves that were relatively constant over
time. Their eccentricity was due to the randomness of the data. The Exponential method
yielded results as we expected, with the error rate slowly decaying until it approached the
performance of method EigenspaceA, a feature space trained without any knowledge of
the secondary population.
Different-Session Feature Space Exponential Decay
We repeated the exponential decaying feature train experiment with different-session
data. We did not have access to a large amount of different session data, so we were
forced to use only 18 individuals, with IAil=8 and IBil=10. We used an exponential decay
constant a=0.005 and 8 eigenfaces. Once again, we repeated the experiment 1500 times,
and averaged the results. Figure 15 shows the error rate of the active population, and
Figure 16 shows the error rate of the secondary population.
Active population: [A1,A2] Secondary population: [B1,B2]
Feature Space Method
Exponential EigenspaceA EigenspaceAB
Feature Space Training Set A1 u W(B1), A1  AjuB1
Classifier Training Set AiuB1  AiuBi AuB1
Active Pop. Test Set A2  A2  A2
Secondary Pop. Test Set B 2 B2 B2
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Figure 16: Recognition of Secondary Population (different-session)
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In this experiment, we received similar results to our same-session version,
although the error rates were an order of magnitude higher. For the active population, the
EigenspaceAB method performed best. However this time the Exponential method
performed the worst, which contradicts the results obtained in our same-session
experiment. We hypothesize that our data set in this experiment was too small and
unpredictable and may have adversely affected our results. For the secondary population,
the results in Figure 16 were qualitatively similar to our same-session experiment (see
Figure 14) with the major difference being that the error rates now ranged from 0.7 to
0.85.
Analysis of Results
In these experiments, we showed how a feature space could be evolved so that the
recognition rates of the secondary population gradually degrade over time. Our
Exponential method slowly faded individuals into the average image, so an individual
with a large t made very little contribution to the feature space. As expected, this caused
the recognition rates of the secondary population to decay until it approached the
performance of the EigenspaceA method.
However, in our experiments, exponentially decaying away the contribution of the
secondary population to the feature space did not improve recognition rates of the active
population. Our experiments demonstrate that tuning a feature space to the active
population will not improve performance if the classifier is not taken into consideration
as well. Our results indicated that the EigenspaceA method consistently performed worse
than the EigenspaceAB method for recognition of the active population. Although the
EigenspaceA method tuned the feature vectors solely on the active population, it did not
take into account the individuals in the classifier. We believe that the EigenspaceA basis
vectors did not adequately represent all of the individuals in the classifier. Therefore, it
did not yield a better feature space for classification purposes.
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4.5 Evolving the Classifier
We also investigated ways to evolve the classifier over time. For each individual in the
secondary population, we assigned a prior p indicating their probability of visiting the
kiosk. There are numerous possible ways to assign priors, especially if a lot of
information is known about the visiting population. However, one reasonable method is
to simply exponentially decay the prior for an individual based on his time since last visit,
t. The longer an individual does not visit the kiosk, the less the kiosk will expect them.
We used the following rule to generate the prior for an individual
p = e -U "(8)
Where a is the exponentiation constant, and t is the individuals time since last visit.
During classification, we previously used the cosine of the angle between two
images as our similarity measure. In our new scheme (Exponential method), we weight
our classification process with each individual's associated prior.
Same-Session Classification with Exponentially Decayed Priors
In this experiment we compared the performance of two different types of classifiers:
Exponential and ClassifierAB. Our ClassifierAB method used a regular nearest-neighbor
classifier. However, our Exponential method used Equation 8 in order to weight
classification with exponentially-decayed priors.
We randomly selected an active population [A1,A2] with IAil=20, and a secondary
population [B1 ,B2] with IBi=40 from the same-session FERET data. We also randomly
assigned each individual in the secondary population a t ranging from 1 to 30, and gave
all individuals in the active population a t of 1. We used A1 u B1 as our feature space
training set and our classifier training set.
We averaged the results of 1500 different iterations, each time selected different
populations and values for t. We used 10 eigenfaces, and an exponentiation constant of
a=0.1.
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Active population: [A1,A2] Secondary population: [B1,B2]
Figure 17 shows the error rates of the active population, using the two different
classification methods. Figure 18 shows the error rates of the secondary population.
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Figure 17: Recognition Rates of Active Population (same-session)
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Figure 18: Recognition Rates of Secondary Population (same-session)
This experiment shows how using priors in the classifier can make a notable
difference to the recognition rates of the active population. Our Exponential method
only had an error rate on the active population of 0.02 compared to the ClassifierAB
method's error rate of 0.05. Even on the secondary population, the Exponential method
had lower recognition rates than the ClassifierAB method when 'r was small. As t grew
larger, the error rate grew rapidly.
Different-Session Classification with Exponentially Decayed Priors
We repeated our classification experiment using different-session data from the FERET
database. We randomly selected an active population [A1,A2] with IAjI=8, and a
secondary population [B1,B2] with IBjI=10 from the different-session FERET data. Once
again we trained the feature space and classifier on the total recognizable population. We
used the same methods, ClassifierAB and Exponential, described earlier.
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We repeated the experiment for 1500 iterations, using an exponentiation constant
oa=0. 1 and 8 eigenfaces. Figures 19 & 20 show the results of classification on the active
and secondary populations.
Active population: [A1,A2] Secondary population: [B1,B2]
Recognition Rate of Active Population
1 2
EigenspaceAB: 0.7251 Exponential: 0.6496
Figure 19: Recognition Rates of Active Population (different-session)
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Figure 20: Recognition Rates of Secondary Population (different-session)
Analysis of Results
Our classification using priors (Exponential) method dramatically decayed the
recognition rate of the secondary population over time. It also improved the recognition
rate of the active population when compared to the regular ClassifierAB method. The
recognition rate of the secondary population decayed drastically as t increased, and given
enough time would eventually reach 0% correct recognition. This classification system
demonstrates how irrelevant individuals can gradually be removed from the classifier,
and recognition rates of active users can simultaneously be improved. We chose an
exponential method to weight the priors, but any method can be used to modify the
recognition rates to suit the specific needs of the kiosk.
The classification with priors method presented in this section provides the kiosk
with the ability to expect users. This expectation causes the kiosk to favor recognition of
the active users. In cognitive research, it is well known that expectation often affects
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perception in humans. Thus providing the kiosk with the ability to expect regular users
may be a reasonable adjustment from a cognitive standpoint.
An important point to make about classification with priors is that it is only a
viable solution in an entertainment setting. By making the classifier more likely to
recognize the active population, we increase the probability of it identifying the active
population. However, we also increased the likelihood of it falsely matching a secondary
user to an individual in the active population. In an entertainment setting, where false
positives are not too costly, this behavior may be acceptable although undesirable.
However, in a security setting, where false positives are far more costly than false
negatives, this system would not be a reasonable choice.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
We have shown in this thesis that Smart Kiosks provide a novel domain for face
recognition. Current approaches to face recognition do not use temporal information to
tune recognition over time. However, for Smart Kiosk interfaces, the face recognition
system must be able to adapt over time. The entire population the kiosk may encounter
over time is large and potentially unbounded, while the current set of active users is
relatively small. The kiosk must be able to tune recognition on the active users because
of two factors. First of all, due to the limited memory and computational capabilities of a
Smart Kiosk, it is infeasible for a kiosk to recognize the entire, potentially unbounded
population it encounters over time. Second, we have experimentally shown in Section
4.3 that recognition rates of the active users degrade as the population grows. Therefore,
in order to prevent the recognition rates of the active users from decaying, the system
must be able to adapt recognition over time.
We have explored two methods of tuning a face recognition algorithm on the
active users. We first tried adaptation of the feature space. Previous related work
included the Kalman filter-based approach discussed in section 3.3. Rao's work
motivated our adaptation method presented in section 4.4, in which we weighted
individuals' contributions to the PCA feature vectors by their time since last visit. In our
experiments, tuning the feature vectors on the active population did not improve
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recognition of the active users. We hypothesize that this was due to the inability of the
feature vectors to adequately represent all of the individuals in the classifier.
Second, we explored the adaptation of a classifier over time. We assigned priors
to individuals, and exponentially decayed them as time since last visit grew.
Classification was then done after factoring in the priors. This method was successful in
improving the recognition rates for the active population. This technique also provided a
way to remove extraneous individuals from the system gracefully. However, one
drawback with our classifier, is that it did not address the question of recognizing
imposters. Our classifier would tend to incorrectly recognize imposters rather than
identifying them as individuals whom have not been trained on the system.
There are a few directions for future work. The feature space adaptation problem
could be attempted by adjusting the weights in a different manner. One major problem
with our feature space adaptation algorithm is that it did not take the classifier into
account. Instead, it blindly weighted the feature space to the most recent users. It may be
interesting to try to adjust the weights by how well they improve classification of the
active users. One can imagine computing some confidence measure that indicates how
well classification of the active users occurs in that feature space. The feature space
weights can then be adjusted to optimize that confidence measure.
It would also be interesting to try to apply the concept of time-adapting a
recognition system to more sophisticated face recognition algorithms. Further work with
PCA has included a probabilistic matching scheme by Moghaddam and Pentland [8]. In
their technique, they model two distinct classes of variation: intra-personal and extra-
personal, using an eigenspace density estimation technique. Two images are classified to
be of the same individual by an a posteriori probability of membership in the intra-
personal class. For a detailed description of their work, see [8, 9]. In the simplest form,
we can apply our classification adaptation technique to their system, by including priors
into their similarity measure. Further work could also explore whether it is possible to
adjust the intra-personal and extra-personal eigenfaces in order to improve recognition of
the active population. The class of extra-personal variations, especially, appears to have
potential to be adapted over time.
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Appendix A
FERET Data Set
The research in this document used the FERET database of facial images collected under
the FERET program, sponsored by the DoD Counterdrug Technology Development
Program Office [13]. The goal of the FERET evaluation procedure was to create a
standard testing protocol to analyze and compare various face recognition algorithms.
The images of the FERET database were collected with variations in scale, position,
lighting, and pose. Images were also collected over various sessions, with some
individuals returning for multiple sessions.
For our experiments we focused on only using the frontal views from the FERET
database. The FERET database had at least 2 frontal views of an individual (fa and fb),
with some variation in expression. Individuals were sometimes asked to return for a
second session at a later date, and more gross lighting and pose variations occurred
between the different session data.
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Figure 21: Example frontal data from the FERET database for two different sessions
The FERET data set we used was the developmental portion for the August 94
and March 95 tests. It consisted of 304 different individuals. We applied our face and
eye detection algorithm described below in Appendix B and discarded all images for
which the face and both eyes could not be found. This process left us with 212 people for
whom we had same session data, and 17 individuals for whom we had different session
data.
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Appendix B
Face Detection and Preprocessing
Accurately and robustly located the face in an image is one of the most important steps in
a face recognition system. Errors in scale or translation when cropping the face lead to
adverse effects for every recognition system, as it is impossible to recognize the face if it
was not properly found. In this section we first describe the method we used to locate the
face. We then describe how eye detection was used to refine our estimates of the position
and scale of the face.
B.1 Face Detection
Face detection was performed using a neural network that was trained to detect faces.
We used the face detector trained by Rowley, Baluja, and Kanade [17]. Their neural
network took in a 20x20 pixel image and output a value between 1 and -1, indicating
whether detection was positive or negative. In order to actually locate faces in an image,
the entire image must be scanned. To do this, we first determined a plausible scale range
for the size of an input face. For the FERET data, we used a rather large range.
We scanned the input image for faces by scanning a 20x20 pixel window across
the entire image, at 1 pixel increments. The center of every region that yielded a positive
detection from the neural network was noted. After the image was thoroughly scanned
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at a single scale, we scaled it by 80% and rescanned for faces. This process was repeated
across the entire plausible scale range.
Repetitive scanning of the image yielded data vectors [x,y,scale] that indicated the
position and scale of positive face detections. A single face usually yielded numerous
detections, all around the same location at different scales. To accurately pinpoint the
face, we first counted the number of detections in a pre-specified neighborhood around
every pixel. We thresholded based on the number of detections, thus removing many
false detections that are often characterized by single points. We then found the centroid
of the nearby detections to pinpoint the face. Averaging the scale values yielded an
estimate to the face's size. Since we were only interested in obtaining one face from an
image, we only used the cluster of detections with the most points.
B.2 Eye Detection
Once the numerous detections are collapsed into a single data vector, we have an estimate
to the position and scale of the face. However, in order to refine our estimate, we used a
neural network that was trained on eyes. The neural network took in a 25x15 image, and
again yielded 1 or -1 depending on whether an eye was detected. From our estimate of
the position and scale of the face, we determined a plausible position range and scale
range for the eyes. We then scanned that region over multiple scales for eyes, by feeding
each window and its mirror image into the neural network and recording positive
detections. We used the mirrors in this case because we wanted to detect both the left
and right eye, while the neural network was best at detecting right eyes.
Afterwards, we followed a similar thresholding process as described above.
However, in this case we wanted two detections for each face, so we used the centroids of
the two largest clusters of detections. This process gave us a good estimate for the center
of the face, and the positions of the two eyes.
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B.3 Preprocessing
After the face and eyes are detected in an image, the image is aligned to reduce effects
caused by variations in scale and head tilt. The eyes are first rotated so that they both lie
on the same horizontal line of the image. The image is then scaled so that the interocular
distance (distance between the eyes) is constant on all images. The image is then cropped
so that the eyes are always at fixed points in the cropped image. For our experiments, we
chose an interocular distance of 75, a cropped image size of 200x 150.
After correcting scale and head tile, we performed an histogram equalization on
our image to enhance the contrast. We then applied an elliptical mask on the lower half
of the face to remove background, collar, or other non-face related stimuli.
Figure 22: Sample Preprocessed Images
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